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In the modern era, cardiovascular disease prevention still

represents a difficult clinical challenge. Despite the

impressive innovations in both diagnostic options and

therapeutic interventions observed over the last decades,

which have been leading to a substantial reduction of in-

hospital mortality due to acute cardiovascular and cere-

brovascular events, it remains a high burden of out-of-

hospital morbidity, which is currently sustained and

increased by the large proportions of high-risk patients who

are survivors after acute myocardial infarction, stroke and

congestive heart failure [1–3]. This has obvious and rele-

vant consequences, both from a therapeutic point of view,

as well as from a socio-economic point of view, and

heavily affects the sustainability of the health care systems

in various Countries, worldwide.

Several reasons can be advocated for explaining the

persistently high burden of cardiovascular and cere-

brovascular diseases [4–7]. Among these, the relatively

poor adherence to conventional therapeutic strategies in

high risk patients, the mounting prevalence of major con-

ventional risk factors, such as smoking, hypertension,

hypercholesterolemia, obesity and diabetes in the general

population, as well as the growing incidence of novel and

unconventional risk factors, mostly including sedentary,

working and personal stressors, unbalanced diet (i.e. junk

food), atherogenic dyslipidaemia, metabolic syndrome,

hyperuricemia, environmental pollution and atmospheric

variations in apparently healthy individuals, all are items

that might be involved in determining the susceptibility to

major cardiovascular and cerebrovascular accidents.

Several pharmacological agents can be used to effec-

tively reduce this risk, although several studies suggested

that these drugs are affected by relatively low adherence

and persistence over time and that they do not work, if not

associated with virtuous life-style and healthy diet. How-

ever, diets are often rich in uric acid-raising components,

such as purines, proteins and sugars, thus leading to a

progressive and marked increase in serum uric acid con-

centrations. This condition has demonstrated to have

potentially relevant clinical consequences on major car-

diovascular and cerebrovascular outcomes. On the other

hand, Mediterranean diet has been viewed for long time as

a valid support for effective prevention of cardiovascular

diseases, also in view of its positive effect of serum uric

acid concentration. Unfortunately, dietary changes are

often not recommended by prescribing physicians and/or

recommended but characterized by poor adherence and

even worst persistence to the prescribed diet by patients.

In the latest few years, the search and the potential clinical

applications of nutraceuticals have been actively pursued

and have been often successful. The introduction of natural

compounds for management of several clinical conditions,

including cardiovascular diseases, has been generally well

perceived by asymptomatic high-risk patients, and their use

has displayed an impressive growth in the general popula-

tion. As an example, the application of nutraceuticals for the

management of several metabolic disorders, such as hyper-

cholesterolemia or lipid abnormalities, is currently having a

very favourable impact. As a consequence, physicians have
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shifted their prescriptions from conventional drugs (i.e.

statins) to nutraceuticals, especially in the presence of mild

hyperlipidemia [8–10]. This therapeutic approach is often

based on and supported by preferences and requests

expressed by patients with respect to conventional lipid

lowering therapies, even in the case of well-documented

drugs, most of all, for the fear of unfavourable side effects.

This behaviour may not be shared and conceptually sup-

ported in many cases. However, at the same time, it has an

intrinsic advantage, because itmakes the patientmore aware,

compliant and committed to take care of a certain cardio-

vascular risk factor, by associatingmore virtuous and healthy

life-style measures with the regular use of a nutraceutical

approach which may permit to achieve levels closer to or

within normality.

High levels of uric acid are currently viewed not only as

a metabolic abnormality leading to chronic hyperuricemia

without or with gout, but also as an additional potential

cardiovascular risk factor, predisposing to major cardio-

vascular events [11, 12]. This view has a solid epidemio-

logical background and evidence, and thus it is currently

analysed to seek whether its normalization by the phar-

macological approach available leads to lesser cardiovas-

cular risk and disease [13].

In this issue of High Blood Pressure and Cardiovascular

Prevention, a proof-of-concept pilot study by Rozza and

co-workers [14] introduces the novel observation that a

nutraceutical compound, Zinutrik, containing a fixed

combination of kaempferol, baicalin, caffeine and rutin, is

able to reduce uric acid levels in asymptomatic hyper-

uricemic patients. This double-blind, placebo-controlled,

randomized pilot study (PICONZ-UA) also explores,

though on a relatively small sample and over a short-term

observation, the influence of this compound on the Fram-

ingham risk score [15], showing a global improvement and

suggesting a promising, positive influence, even only

within the short-time frame of the study observation.

Obviously, this novel approach may reveal very helpful

in a clinical context, such as asymptomatic hyperuricemia

in which life-style and dietary approach often fail due to

poor adherence and lack of confidence of physicians to put

on conventional drug treatment asymptomatic patients.

Beside the significant reduction of blood levels of uric acid

clearly supported by the results obtained, the study shows

intriguing results on lipid profile and Framingham risk

score [15], which, as suggested by authors, may be due to

the properties of kaempferol, a polyphenol which can block

NAPDH oxidase and thus interfere with the oxidative

process and of baicalin, a concentrated extract of the dried

root of scutellaria baicalensis, which displays scavenging

action on radical oxygen species. Altogether, Zinutrik may

be able to counteract the pro-oxidant promoting activity of

elevated uric acid levels.

Of course, larger and longer observations may be

required to define the full potential of this new nutraceu-

tical fixed combination with interesting properties. How-

ever, at this stage, this pilot study opens a new field of

therapeutic application for nutraceuticals and a new

exciting season for this area of investigation and clinical

use.
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